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Dear Planning Inspectorate.

As a resident of Cawston and a Registered Interested Party for all of the proposed
Wind Farms in our District I feel that I must make a comment on all of the recent letters
that you have received from Non Registered Parties claiming that Norfolk Boreas must
go ahead without delay as this will cause untold problems to their Companies and to
the Project if there was any extension to the proposed time table as many of us are
requesting, which we think we are doing so with good reason.

As I have stated in many submissions over the years, I am 100% behind renewable
energy, I have Solar Panels on my property, a good investment. On visits back to see
Family in the North of The Netherlands each year I take great interest in the on going
development of the Wind Farms all over The Netherlands, the difference to what is
being proposed in Norfolk is that they do not dig up miles of Country side to lay cables
and then build massive Sub Stations, they build theirs adjacent to the Turbines, an
argument perhaps for an Off Shore Ring Main ?

Back to all these letters stating we have had many years to get our argument across
and our time is now up, I would say that we are still arguing because over the past
years nobody has listened to our many concerns of what all the proposed extra traffic
will do to our Village in Cawston. in a nut shell it will destroy the lives of all of those who
are unfortunate enough to live on the route, it will cause business to close and there
will be added dangers to all of those who have to use this route to go about their daily
business, the main one being Children going to the local School which sits directly on
the route.

Most of these letters seem to come from people who say they have a vested interest in
the Project going ahead, I am perturbed by the fact that although they all come from
different Companies, they all seem to be from a similar template, where did this
originate from ? 

In my view we need an extension to continue to be able to get our concerns listened
too even after all of this time, to allow people now to come in at this late stage whose
main objective looks like it is profit before the little man is wrong.

I hope and trust my views will at least have attention paid to them.

Brian Schuil

Cawston. 
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